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Zoi Meet, an award winning startup that brings conversation intelligence to virtual meetings in the enterprise, today
announced a partnership with Lifesize, a global innovator of immersive enterprise communication solutions. The
collaboration between the parties expands on the integration capabilities of Zoi Meet and enhances the overall meeting
experience for Lifesize users globally.
As of today, Lifesize customers will be able to use Zoi Meet to record all Lifesize meetings with timestamped audio
supported by a searchable and editable transcript. Zoi Meet’s AI assistant will join Lifesize meetings to take notes on a
user’s behalf, even if they can’t make it to the meeting. A full, exportable transcript with included action items is
available after each meeting, making sharing and communication of information faster, easier and more accurate.
Lifesize customers can try out Zoi Meet during a 30day free trial followed by a discounted subscription of just $7.50 per
month per user.
“The working environment changed even faster due to the ongoing pandemic, and virtual collaboration and
communication became vital for enterprise operations. We’re excited to partner with Lifesize and combine high quality
video conferencing with conversation intelligence in order to provide the effective meeting and collaboration
experiences that business professionals need.” – Kevin Oranje, CEO of Zoi Meet
Lifesize is considered a true innovator when it comes to unified communications technologies, having just been
recognized as a Visionary in Gartner’s 2020 Magic Quadrant for Meeting Solutions. The company recently unveiled
exciting updates to its cloud video conferencing and collaboration platform, aimed at allowing organizations to discover
new meeting experiences and ensure success in longterm remote work. In August, Lifesize also acquired digital
collaboration pioneer Kaptivo, immediately introducing a digital whiteboard application within Lifesize video meetings.
“Partnering with Zoi Meet to help our customers keep track of key conversations during Lifesize meetings, make
accurate meeting archives searchable and shareable, and preserve productivity in those meetings advances our
commitment to developing and delivering the meeting experiences and capabilities that employees need to work
effectively from wherever they are.” – Bobby Beckmann, CTO of Lifesize
About Zoi Meet
Founded by entrepreneurs Kevin Oranje and Nick Yap, Zoi Meet is an award winning startup that brings conversation
intelligence
to virtual meetings. By combining proprietary speech technology and artificial intelligence, Zoi Meet offers a1
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personal virtual AI assistant and intelligence platform that captures digital communication and structures it into valuable
information. For more information about Zoi Meet visit our homepage.
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About Lifesize
Lifesize delivers immersive communication experiences for the global enterprise. Our complementary suite of award
winning cloud video conferencing, advanced collaboration and cloud contact center solutions empowers organizations
to elevate workplace collaboration, boost employee productivity and improve customer experiences from anywhere and
from any device. To learn more about our analystrecognized solutions and see why tens of thousands of leading
organizations like RBC, Yale University, Pearson, Salvation Army, Shell Energy and NASA rely on Lifesize for mission
critical business communications, visit www.lifesize.com, www.serenova.com or www.kaptivo.com.
Lifesize and the Lifesize logo are trademarks of Lifesize, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners.
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